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KW        Last Friday evening, as most things with me, it started with,
              effectively a dream.

TPT       Well I tell you something. We have said from day one that this was                           
              not a mechanical failure (No.) or a fire on board (No.).
   
KW       It was as if I was in a darkened room... so it could be a lot of people                                                                   
              in the dark at night.

KW       What happened?

BR         I had no idea.

KW       I also was given three numbers. Originally I had the number 49.

TPT       Ah we were on Mathew Angle´s radioshow on March 12.

KW        When dealing with energy - and sometimes it can be living energy              
              not just spiritual energy - when a person or an element is distressed,                                     
              their energy spikes.

TRRP    I´m seeing a very large, curved, metal, metallic thing and I believe it´s
              grey in colour.

TPT       Well I tell you something. We have said from day one, that this was 
              not a mechanical failure (No.) or a fire on board (No.)

TRRP    Now that number 16.

TRRP    But this is... right here is the line 15. So just a little below that is 16.

KW       The first question being - What happened? - And I got a simple one
              word reply and that was: magnets.
              Electro magnetic pulses.



BR         I had no idea.

KW        Three dots and a comma.

KW        And it is an area of land.

TRRP     Fifteen days. Fifteen days. Fifteen days.

KW        You got one dot at ten to the hour, one dot at twenty to the hour and
              one dot at quarter past the hour. And at that between the midday
              and quarter past, a comma.
              So you got four pieces of land. This is a geographical point!
              Three dots and a comma!

TRRP     Now that number 16.

KW        What happened?

TPT       Human intervention. Related to some kind of political agenda or
              personal agenda.

TRRP    But what I feel is that all this stuff - it is intentionally camouflaged.

TRRP    Fifteen days..

BR         I had no idea.

KW        What happened?

TPT       Actually, maybe a new paradigm of terrorism never seen before.

KW        I also was given three numbers. Originally I had the number 49.

KW        Three dots and a comma.



TRRP     Now there is a chance that this is... and I wanna use the word
               -bunker-
               and I don´t even know what a bunker is. Ok I mean I kinda do,
               but.. I don´t know: bunker.

KW        And it is an area of land.

TPT       Very well conceived, very well executed plot.

TPT       Very well conceived, very well executed plot.

KW        Someone has told me that 49 represents the depth in cubic meters 
               of the water where the plane was last pinged if you like.
               I don´t know wether this is true or not, but it´s what I´ve been told.
               Further on I have two seperate areas. One is 3200.
               I don´t know if this is the depth of the water in cubic meters, or
               wether this is a distance.
               But it is relevant!
               So I suggest that anyone who is familiar with the area or who 
               understands the ocean would look for areas with that specific depth.

TPT       Two, at least one or two of the pilots..

BR         I had no idea.

KW        And it is an area of land.

Interviewer      Do you feel like it will be found? I mean can it be found?

TRRP     I´m seeing a very large, curved, metal, metallic thing and I believe 
              it´s grey in colour.

TRRP     you can definitely go under or in this thing. And this is metal. And I
              think it is grey metal.



KW       This is a geographical point.
              Three dots and a comma.

KW       What happened?

TRRP    And he´s got... he´s asian and he´s got like ... thick - he´s thick.
              He´s on the heavier side. He´s got that thick dark hair and it´s this
              sort of grown out, that kinda shorter haircut that´s grown out.
              I pulled up this picture, because he kind of reminds me of this guy,
              that actor from „girls“ ... ah Adam Driver.. I found that out.

KW       What happened?

TPT      Human intervention related to some kind of political agenda or
             personal agenda.

KW       Just take it step by step.
                               Just take it step by step.

TPT       People say well have the psychic twins on! They predicted the 
              Boston Marathon bombing and Nine Eleven and they´re 
              terrorism predictors and we called CNN, but they never ever ask!

TPT       It´s the strangest thing. It´s almost like they´re trying to pretend
              we´re invisible like the missing plane.

TRRP    Now I did pick up 16.

TPT       We know we could help find this..

Interviewer      Tell us! Tell us!

KW       And it is an area of land.

TRRP    I did pick up 16!



BR        I had no idea.

KW       What happened?

TPT      I think we could help find this...

Interviewer      Tell us! Tell us!!

TRRP    Fifteen days! Fifteen days!

KW       Just take it step by step.

TRRP    Fifteen days!

BR        I had no idea.

KW       What happened?

Interviewer      Tell us!

KW       What happened?

Interviewer       Tell us!

TPT      Actually, maybe a new paradigm of terrorism never seen before.

KW       And it is an area of land.

BR        I had no idea.

TPT      actually, maybe a new paradigm of terrorism never seen before.

KW       What happened?

TPT      It´s the strangest thing. It´s almost like they´re trying to pretend
             we´re invisible like that missing plane.

BR        I had no idea.   
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